Introduction
The promise of using optics in diagnostic medicine has been enhanced by the development of high−power, short−pulse laser sources and detectors with nearly instantaneous res− ponse [1] [2] [3] . Biomedical diagnosis is often based on the characterization of tissue samples using the optical tech− niques, such as the response to the coherent or non-coherent illumination, including reflection (optical coherence tomog− raphy), transmission [4, 5] , absorption, and scattering [6] [7] [8] [9] , in either time−integrated or time−resolved applications [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Many historically successful techniques have been ba− sed on transmitted radiation to ascertain that complete vol− ume is sampled [16] [17] [18] . This is in contrast with the highly acclaimed optical tomography that uses Michelson inter− ferometric setup to evaluate the material in depth, in reflec− tion, and upon a double−pass under optimal conditions of perfect alignment [19] . Furthermore, scanning imaging schemes have also been investigated to sample the tissue across transverse plane [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The tissue−light interaction is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Three phenomena may be observed when the laser beam is inci− dent on a medium that includes scattering and absorption centres, such as tissue: scattering (back, sideways, and front), absorption, and un−deviated passage of rays through the sample. The last are sometimes referred to as ballistic photons because the tissue does not slow them down. The transmission of a laser beam through the tissue results in co−mingling of ballistic and scattered photons that addition− ally acquire a phase delay upon collisions. Only the leading edge of the transmitted radiation may be associated with the ballistic photons, though it is difficult to separate those from the scattered majority. The absence of phase delay is the salient characteristics of ballistic photons that we exploit to separate the ballistic photons from other transmitted pho− tons. In an interferometer only the coherent radiation parti− cipates in the formation of an interferometric pattern.
The objective of this work is to report on the preliminary results demonstrating the feasibility of a novel optical tech− nique where the information about the tissue (sample) char− acteristics is imprinted on the ballistic photons. Due to their coherence, they interfere on the surface of a square−law detector with those in the reference arm. In Sect. 2 we estab− lish the relationship between the density of the scattering and absorption centres and the attenuation of the coherent beam transmitted through the sample. Further, we elaborate on theoretical results relating the amplitude of the fringe pattern with sample transmission. In Sect. 3, we present the Fig. 1 . Three phenomena may be observed when a beam of laser light is incident on a medium that includes scattering and absorption centres, such as biological tissue: scattering (back, sideways, and front), absorption, and un−deviated passage of rays through the sample.
details of the experimental setup: an interferometer in the modified Mach−Zehnder configuration. The calibration for the density of scattering and absorption centres is explained in Sect. 4, using easily available materials for the proof of concept demonstration. The results and discussion are also included in this section. The significance of the proposed method and future work are summarized in the last section.
Modulation of ballistic beams
In the sample transillumination studies, a significant con− cern remains that only the leading edge of the transmitted signal includes the information about the sample character− istics. A large amount of transmitted radiation includes the scattered radiation that incorporates a phase delay. We sepa− rate the ballistic photons from the scattered ones, using the Mach−Zehnder interferometric setup. An interferometric ex− perimental arrangement permits the formation of interfer− ence patterns only between the coherence−preserving, pass− −through photons and those in the reference beam [24, 25] . A single pass interferometer is preferable to the Michelson two−pass interferometer in the process of identification of ballistic photons because of its increased sensitivity [26] [27] [28] . Previously, we performed Monte−Carlo simulation stu− dies on trans−illumination. We determined that there exists finite, but not zero, probability that some photons might resume their original path after multiple reflections [29] . In the experimental setup we made concerted efforts to eliminate those prior to their incidence on the detector be− cause they represent noise. First we consider separately the case of scattering and then absorption, although in tissue these phenomena often occur simultaneously. The stream of photons (their number relative to the number of incident photons) that passes through the sample without encountering either type of cen− tre is imprinted with the information about the number of scattering and absorption centres. We elaborate on theoreti− cal considerations in Sect. 2.4. New tissue or tissue with increased density are an indication of tumours and dif− ferentiation.
The sample may be characterized by the transmission function that defines the number of transmitted ballistic photons at a specific lateral coordinate (x, y) over the num− ber of photons incident on the sample.
The equal−path interferometer is set up, so that both arms have about the same optical path in absence of the sample.
Scattering factor b sc
Radiation undergoes some Fresnel losses, upon entering and exiting the sample chamber. We neglect those as their effects may be calibrated. The amount of radiation transmit− ted through the sample depends on the sample scattering coefficient, k sc (x,y). It is a function of transverse coordinates when dealing with different adjacent materials or tissues. A detection of difference in tissue characteristics observed transversally would potentially be a new lesion growth when a post−operative patient is monitored for disease re− −occurrence. The instruments currently used for monitoring include the PET (positron emission tomography) and CT (computed tomography, using X−ray), both expensive to use and damaging to the patient. Their transversal resolution is 8 to 9 mm under the best circumstances. We assume that the radiation transmitted through the sample thickness D(x,y) is attenuated exponentially, according to Beer−Lambert's law. In our proof−of−concept experiment only a small area is probed at a time.
P in is the incident beam power, assumed uniform over the sample surface. P out is the beam transmitted out of the sample. D is the length of the sample, measured along z−axis (the optical axis or along the beam propagation direction). It may depend on the transverse coordinates for samples with non−uniform thickness. The scattering coefficient, k sc , is proportional to the number of scattering particles per unit volume or the concentration of scattering particles, c sc , in
b sc is proportionality constant, the tissue intrinsic scat− tering factor and is measured in [(ml/l) m -1 ]. The first m in the unit refers to milli, or 10 -3 , while the second one denotes the unit of distance in MKS system -meter. The coefficient b sc may be determined for each material or tissue of interest during calibration, after measuring the amount of transmit− ted radiation for several concentrations of scattering centres in the calibration samples. The power transmitted from the sample chamber may then be expressed in terms of the con− centration of scattering centres and the sample depth.
A general sample may include several materials, as for example in trans−illumination through a finger: skin, flesh, bone, flesh, and skin, each being a different tissue with its own different trans−illumination characteristics. During cal− ibration we calibrate the transmission features of all constit− uent scattering materials, one at the time and under contro− lled conditions. The fraction of trans−illuminated radiation after the ab− sorption along the direct path may similarly be found as a function of concentration of absorbing centres.
Absorption factor b a
The power transmitted through an absorbing sample may also be expressed as an exponentially decaying function. 
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The power transmitted through the sample may then be expressed in terms of the concentration of absorption cen− tres and the sample depth.
The coefficient b a may similarly be determined for each material or tissue of interest during calibration, after mea− suring the amount of transmitted radiation for several sam− ples with different concentrations.
Trans-illuminated tissue with absorption and scattering centres
Most of the samples will contain absorption and scattering centres of different concentrations. In the case that different particles are responsible for the absorption and scattering, Eq. (1) becomes
The transmission function in this case may also be ex− pressed as an exponential function.
We may also present transmission function in terms of concentration of scattering and absorption centres.
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The amount of transmitted radiation, not subject to either scattering or absorption, may be measured in the tra− ditional interferometric setup.
Interference patterns formed by two unequal beams
The power in two−unequal beam interference pattern inci− dent on the detector surface may be described as a function of position and time, P(x,y;t). When using an array detector, power on each pixel is actually integrated over its area of sensitivity. It includes a term constant in time, or a DC term, P 0 (x,y) and a product of a modulated power P m (x,y) and a cosine term. The angular frequency of the piezoelectric displacement modulator is w, and a constant phase term f 0 must be included as the initial phase.
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The temporal dependence of the power expression arises purely from the modulation of the optical−path−length in the sample beam. Without it the power value for a given point (x, y) would correspond to a specific gray value: transmitted power at time t = 0 in Eq. (11) . Due to the phase−offset f 0 , the modulation term would, therefore, be decreased from its highest value. Furthermore, the signal would be degraded due to high 1/f−noise at zero frequencies (DC level). The sample−transmitted electric field at the detector is
The factor T so denotes the transmission losses in the sample arm of the interferometer arising from the optical components, including both beam−splitters, and reflection at the beam−turning mirror. The last factor, sample transmis− sion function, is given as a power transmission in Eq. (10). The electric field propagating at the reference arm may sim− ilarly be found at the detector.
The temporal variation in Eq. (11) has been introduced, so that at one moment in time, t 1 , both electric fields are in phase to generate the maximum amplitude of the inter− ferometric pattern. Then, the power is proportional to the product of total electric field and its conjugate, denoted by asterisk, *.
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The power includes cosine dependence because the opti− cal path length in the object beam is modulated
The frequency of the interferometric patterns is doubled, and a different initial phase j is introduced. It would usually be neglected because it is the initial phase at some arbitrarily chosen initial time t = 0. The result in Eq. (15) is interesting in that the power for a point (x,y) is dependent on the trans− mission characteristics of the sample in both terms, but with a different exponent: it is 1 in the DC value and 1/2 in its amplitude
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We use a DC filtering feature of the oscilloscope to elim− inate the average power. When a complete time−dependent waveform is displayed on the oscilloscope for a specific point (x,y), we observe that the power on the detector dis− plays sinusoidal dependence, as the optical path difference changes from 0 to l. This sinusoidal waveform is schemati− cally indicated on the right side of Fig. 2 , discussed in detail in the next section. We indicate three possible waveforms displayed on the oscilloscope with three different gray lev− els. The horizontal axis is time [independent variable in Eq. (16)] and corresponds to the optical path difference in the object arm. The vertical axis is proportional to the square root of the sample transmission T(x,y;D), with the propor− tionality constant equal to the incident power multiplied by the field optical losses in both interferometer arms. Below the oscilloscope display, we indicate schematically three representative patterns for low transmission, medium transmission, and high transmission of the sample.
The same gray level recorded for a low transmission sample under conditions of in−phase interference may also be obtained when the wave in the reference and the sample beam are out of phase for many different sample transmis− sion functions. Thus, it is mandatory to sample the ampli− tude of the interference pattern when the beams are in phase.
Power Amplitude. Then the power amplitude on the detector is one half of the difference between the maximum and the minimum power: these are achieved when cosine is equal to 1 and -1, respectively. The piezoelectric displace− ment is incorporated into the system to generate temporal dependence and to provide control to the oscilloscope time base.
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Equations 17 and 18 are both perfect squares. The power modulation term is actually the power amplitude of the interfering sample and reference beams. It is found as the difference between maximum and minimum power values, Eqs. 17 and 18.
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Thus, we find that the power amplitude of the interfer− ence pattern is proportional to the field transmission of the sample. It, in turn, contains the information about the con− centration of sample scattering and absorption factors, ac− cording to Eqs. (4), (7), or (10) . Obviously, the power am− plitude is increased for higher power of incident probe laser and higher transmission of optical components in each in− terferometer arm.
For a specific experimental setup, the first two factors in Eq. (19) are constant and known. The third one depends on sample at the point of probing. Thus, different values for detected power in the same experimental setting indicate different value of the sample concentration of scattering and absorption centres, potentially indicating a lesion.
Average Power. For the sake of completeness, we also evaluate the average power. It is equal to one half of the sum of the maximum and the minimum power.
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As mentioned after Eq. (15), this result is interesting in that the average power for a point (x,y) is also dependent on the transmission characteristics of the sample at this point. In the experimental setup described in the next section, we employ a DC filtering scheme to eliminate the average power signal. The signal for each point is measured with and displayed on an oscilloscope with time base driven by the controller of the piezoelectric path modulator. When the oscilloscope is triggered for a maximum signal, only the power amplitude is recorded.
The ballistic photons preserve their coherence with res− pect to those in reference arm and generate an interference pattern. From the modulation in the interference pattern we determine local tissue density and its variations from the standard levels. Thus, we may determine the path−integrated concentration of scattering and absorption centres. Next we describe the modified Max−Zehnder experimental setup to appreciate the intricacies of this measurement technique.
Experimental setup
We employ interferometry of two beams of unequal inten− sity to compensate for large attenuation in the sample arm. We utilize an experimental setup incorporating the Mach− −Zehnder interferometer to distinguish between ass−thro− ugh−the−sample photons and the scattered ones. Its sche− matic layout is presented in Fig. 2 . Both interferometer arms have approximately the same optical path length prior to sample insertion.
A 3−mW HeNe laser (Oriel), emitting radiation at 633 nm, provides the coherent illumination. In the actual appli− cations of tissue characterization, the near IR wavelengths are preferable due to the advantageous spectral characteris− tics of biological tissues of decreased scattering and absorp− tion in this spectral region. The visible wavelengths have an obvious advantage during the feasibility assessment and characterization of this technique. A small−diameter laser beam is used to sample a correspondingly small area on the tissue to achieve high spatial resolution of the probe. In practice, this probe beam may be scanned over the complete sample area to evaluate its spatially dependent transmission characteristics over the surface. The beam passes through the microscope objective that spatially filters it and expands it. The square box at the output of the laser represents sche− matically the objective on the diagram. An aperture delin− eating the spatial extend of the probe beam defines the spa− tial resolution on the object, making it smaller than the actual diameter of the laser beam. Inside the sample, the radiation may be singly or multi− ply scattered, depending on the number of scattering parti− cles per beam volume. The rays may scatter into a full sphere. However, for the transmission and subsequent de− tection of the ballistic photons, the forward scattered radia− tion represents a highly detrimental noise that must be elim− inated. Any ray, that suffers ever so small deviation from either its original direction or its trajectory of propagation, is presumed to have participated in the scattering. Therefore, it represents unwanted noise. The photons that are scattered into a small cone close to the line of forward propagation are eliminated to a high degree with an aperture just after the sample. The aperture transmits only the pass−through bal− listic photons.
A beam direction−changing mirror is mounted on a PZT actuator to control the optical path in the sample arm. When the optical path is changed by up to half a wavelength, the phase delay is changed by up to p radians. This allows for the signal on the detector to oscillate between zero when ref− erence and ballistic beam are out of phase to maximum modulation when they are in phase.
Beam splitters are used to divide and then to recombine the beams. The first one, just a polished plane parallel piece of glass, transmits most of the power into the arm with the sample, at 98/2 power ratio. In the sample arm, the majority of radiation is expected to be lost upon scattering and/or absorption in trans−illuminated samples, such as biological tissues.
In the reference arm with 2% transmitted power there are only two optical components: a beam direction−chang− ing mirror and a variable−transmission (gray) filter that may be adjusted for the maximum contrast of the interferometric pattern, as judged by a human observer, depending on the maximum density of the sample. Then, both beams have approximately the same power onto the detector plane re− sulting in the maximum visibility. With the wide commer− cial availability of gray−level filters, this component pro− vides potential for the wave attenuation by a factor of 10 -3 . This corresponds to the power attenuation of 10 -6 .
The signal transmitted through the sample is encoded as the amplitude of the eye−pattern with a phase-modulation scheme. Employing the piezoelectric actuator (PZT) for controlled mirror displacement in the sample arm, the opti− cal path travelled by the ballistic photons may be modified to compensate the phase delay introduced by the sample and optical components. The detected power is triggered to re− cord the highest value (amplitude) of interference signal. This value corresponds to the product of waves in the refer− ence and the sample arm at the detector when the waves are in phase.
The reference beam and the sample beam overlap at the second beam slitter and volume behind it. As the beam split− ter is partially reflective and partially trans−missive, the interference pattern is created above it and to its right. In the diagram of Fig. 2 , we actually transposed the pass−through and reflected beams at the second beam splitter, so that this figure may occupy less space. The pass−through, highly attenuated beam of ballistic photons is transmitted again at the second beam splitter, with the transmission ratio of 98/2, expanding the dynamic range by a factor of one hundred once again. The ballistic photons pass through the third pin− hole, with diameter equal to that of the second one. The function of the second contrast enhancement aperture (the third pinhole) is to clip any slightly divergent or scattered rays that might have remained in the beam. Just after the pinhole, a lens is used to project the overlapping radiation from both arms of the interferometer onto the detector sur− face. A low−light−level, highly sensitive Apogee camera featuring 4000 by 4000 pixels detects this weak radiation.
Two beam splitters at 10 2 each and gray level neutral density filter at 10 3 bring the wave dynamic range of this experimental arrangement to 10 7 , all achievable with the off−the−shelf optical components. This means that 1 trans− mitted photon among 10 14 incident ones may be measured to provide useful results. This corresponds to the expected power attenuation in the tissue of 10 -14 . Thus, this technique may be used on a tissue that appears quite opaque upon examination with unaided eyes to provide information about its transmission in−homogeneities.
One of the potential issues in trans−illumination of opa− que samples is the low amount of trans−illuminated signal incident on the detector. This might create a real possibility that the Poisson noise becomes excessively high for such low levels of incident power. The low light level cooled camera may basically perform photon counting, although our signal−to−noise calculations indicate that we are operat− ing still in high photon region even with low transmission values of biological samples.
We consider the case of a rather opaque sample, with a power transmission of 10 -14 in further detail. In our current experiment, we irradiate the sample with low power HeNe laser at 622.8 nm. In the future, we plan to use a Nd:YAG laser, with nominally 100−W output power at 1.064 μm. Around 1 μm tissue is more transparent to the radiation than in the visible [30] . The output beam of this laser has been characterized for its power density as a function of position and power level [31] . To simplify the calculations, we assume that only 1W of power is incident on one pixel, allowing 100 pixels to be characterized every second upon a 2−D scanning [32] . If the sample transmission at a specific point (x,y) is only T = 10 -14 , then after the second beam splitter the power from the sample arm of the interferometer is equal to 10 -14 W. Then, a 1−μm photon has energy of about 2×10 -19 J. There will be 50 000 ballistic photons leav− ing through the second beam splitter every second (50 bal− listic photons every millisecond). If the Poisson noise is the dominant one, then the number of the noise photons equals about 220 s -1 , resulting in the signal−to−noise ratio of about 220. This value would be considered an excellent result even in image forming systems. We are just counting the photons, so this is an outstanding number when combined with a high signal level of 50 000 photons per second.
We use two detection schemes. In the first one, an image is captured with a CCD camera to show the beam distribu− tion as in Fig. 3 . In this measurement, the brighter the pat− tern, the more light is transmitted. In the second detection scheme, a standard coherent detection incorporates a detec− tor with the output signal displayed on the oscilloscope, upon triggering on the piezoelectric controller. In this mode, the path−integrated signal of one resolution element is fed to the oscilloscope to display the sinusoidal pattern as a func− tion of time. Co−phased ballistic photons and those in the reference beam combine to form constructive interference at the peak of the sinusoidal curve.
The most critical aspect of the tissue characterization problem remains the calibration of experimental measure− ments. The calibration method relates the fringe irradiance with the sample concentration under known and controlled conditions.
Calibration
Normal tissue is expected in general trans−illumination stud− ies. However, abnormal growth of differentiated tissue might grow at any time, with altered concentration of scat− tering and absorption centres. In general milk is considered an excellent material to simulate the biological phantoms because of its similar distribution of fat proteins and consis− tency. We additionally need to have day−to−day consistency in the simulated tissue with the possibility of changing its concentration. We simulate the fatty tissue with the powder milk to alleviate the concerns that water and milk would not mix well, or for extended periods of time. Its consistency remains the same despite different milk concentration.
During the calibration step, the absorption and scattering factors may be determined for each material or tissue of interest. The sample holder used in this experiment is a con− tainer (with walls made) of BK7 glass of 2 mm thickness and diameter D c = 0.1 m.
Scattering factor, b sc
First we perform the measurement of the sample transmis− sion upon scattering for different concentrations. The scat− tering factor is an intrinsic property of the scattering mate− rial. We calibrate the performance of the experimental setup with known concentrations so that variations in transmis− sion of an unknown sample may be used to identify the change in the concentration of scattering centres.
We simulate the scattering sample using powder milk diluted in water. Powder milk has one additional favourable characteristics in that it does not absorb radiation at 633 nm. Thus, the transmission variations arise solely due to the variations in concentration of milk particles.
We dissolve 20 g of powder milk in 50 ml of water for the initial milk concentration. The sample concentration is then decreased by adding 1 l of water to the sample for each successive measurement. Then, we measure the transmitted power through the sample as a function of the amount of milk concentration. Figure 4 shows the (natural logarithm of the) transmission as a function of concentration of milk par− ticles. For zero concentration (extrapolated), transmission is set equal to 1. The points fall nearly on a straight line, with a negative slope, m sc , equal to -6.03×10 3 . Slope of (natural logarithm of) transmission vs concentration curve is propor− tional to the scattering factor, b sc . We may solve for the scattering factor from the exponent in Eq. 
We may define total, path−integrated concentration of scatterers PIC sc to be equal to the product of their concentra− tion, c sc , and length, D sc . 
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The path integrated concentration may be found across the plane normal to the beam propagation direction when the probe beam is scanned across the (x,y) plane. In Fig. 5 we show the calculated integrated concentration of scatter− ing particles as a function of transverse coordinates using Eq. (25) for the digitized gray−level distribution in Fig. 3 .
For the identification of differentiated tissue and its growth, the concentration and distance in Eq. (23) 
Absorption factor, b a
We calibrate the absorption using blue dye dissolved in water. We take advantage of consistent quality of dyes used in food preparation (blue, made by McCormick). We simi− larly measure the sample transmission as a function of blue dye concentration. Figure 6 shows the (natural logarithm of the) transmission as a function of the concentration of the blue absorbing dye. For zero concentration (extrapolated), transmission is set equal to 1. The points fall nearly on a straight line, with a negative slope, m a , equal to -8.77× 10 3 . We may calculate b a from the exponent in Eq. 7. 
The path integrated concentration may be found across the plane normal to the beam propagation direction when the probe beam is scanned across the (x,y) plane.
Transmission factors multiply, so we may include the contribution of absorbing and scattering samples. The num− ber of calibration measurements may have to be increased when both absorption and scattering phenomena are inclu− ded in the same sample.
Conclusions and future work
We proposed a new method to detect and quantify density variations in the biological tissues and other low transmis− sion samples. It is based on the premise that ballistic pho− tons maintain their coherence with respect to those in the reference arm in an interferometric setup. We developed analytical expressions relating the number of transmitted ballistic photons with the concentration of scattering and absorbing centres. We described unequal beam interferome− tric setup, permitting attenuation of sample power down to 10 -14 . We conceived and implemented an experimental se− tup incorporating thin probe beams in a modified Mach− −Zehnder interferometer, with path equalizing PZT actuator.
We presented the theoretical description of the interfe− rometric technique and identified the measured peak modu− lation as containing the field transmission (square root of power transmission) of the sample. We develop the analysis in support of the sample calibration procedure and elabo− rated on the requisite experimental procedure. Finally, we demonstrated how the variations in path−integrated concen− trations are recovered with this technique.
We described the experimental setup to separate ballistic photons from the scattered and absorbed photons and we quantified the measured results. The modified interferome− ter incorporates two un−equal beams in a single pass arrangement. It additionally employs a triggering circuit to detect the amplitude of the interferometric pattern. Calibra− tion with simulated tissue was used to determine representa− tive scattering and absorption factors, intrinsic to the sample under study. They have been employed to calculate the inte− grated particle concentration in experimental results. With this, we demonstrated the feasibility of tissue charac− terization using ballistic beams experimentally.
The tissue characterization technique may be used with multiple materials each with its own absorption and scatter− ing characteristics. Next step in this research is the develop− ment of data processing schemes and algorithms to deter− mine the spatial distribution of tissue non−homogeneities and their correlation in multiple−tissue ballistic trans−illu− mination.
